
In a villa lived the ruthless sociopath Fritz Kaufmann,

infamous as the “Chakra Torturer”, who had no qualms

about killing people to steal their chakra energy. The

bodies found had their seven chakra points removed, and

they appeared drained. The police pursued him in vain,

while his reputation remained shrouded in the shadows of

fear.

His father, a former professional killer, had taught him the

dark secrets of killing at an early age, turning him into a

monster. Unlike his father, Fritz had perfected his cruel

skills in the realms of energy and spirituality. He absorbed

the essence of chakras to enhance his energy and extend

his life. But in a dark limbo, a confused soul screamed in

agony. The chakras were imbalanced, blocked, and

incomplete. 
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Due to an unforeseen interruption, the deed remained

unfinished. He died without the chakras being completely

removed. When chakra energies are fully removed, the

deceased wither away in the limbo and cannot make a

sound. This time, due to the unfinished torture, it wasn't

the case. This restless soul had enough energy left, and its

cries echoed through various spiritual dimensions.

Deep in meditation, the spiritual healer Jesus Lopez heard

these desperate cries. His trained senses picked up the

vibrations, and he teleported to this poor soul. What he

found was unlike anything he had seen before. To establish

a connection, he had to show great compassion to calm the

soul. After intense communication on an energetic and

telepathic level, Jesus learned of the torment inflicted by

Fritz Kaufmann. With determination, he prayed for help

from the spiritual world of God, and an army of helpers

rushed to assist their tortured brother.

After retreating to process these new experiences, it was

time for Jesus to end these atrocities once and for all. He

learned of a planned party that Fritz Kaufmann would

host. Shortly after, he received a call from a friend. This

friend had an extra ticket to that very party and felt an

inner urge to call him and give him the ticket. Such twists

of fate happened repeatedly in special cases. Now was the

time to prevent further murders and free the other souls

from the limbo.

The room was bustling as Jesus Lopez, dressed in an

elegant suit, discreetly mingled among the guests.



He knew he was close. Fritz Kaufmann, who also possessed

supernatural abilities, sensed Jesus Lopez's presence and

looked at him. Just as he was about to lead his next victim

away from the party. A sinister smile crossed his face as he

perceived a threat to his dark deeds. He directed his

negative thought waves toward Jesus Lopez to numb him.

But Jesus Lopez was prepared. He held a powerful clear

quartz crystal in his hands. His senses warned him, and he

used the crystal to deflect the negative thought waves

back.

Fritz Kaufmann was disturbed and confused by the

energetic recoil. He panicked and tried to flee. He had

every reason to panic, while Jesus Lopez calmly followed

him. The light of the clear quartz crystal had also

shattered his energetic shield. In addition to absorbing

chakra energies, he had always built a strong protection

around him to shield himself from the souls of his victims.

Now, the languishing souls sensed their chance and

wanted to regain their energies.

The guests only saw him frantically running up the stairs

further and further. They didn't see the deceased souls

swirling around him, reaching into his chakras to recharge

themselves. With every passing second, he felt his stolen

power dwindling. In a desperate attempt to save himself,

he impulsively jumped from a nearby balcony into the

abyss.

His physical body died, but his soul could not escape. 



Surrounded by the starving souls of those he had killed and

whose energy centers he had consumed, he had to face his

karma instantly. Now separated from his material body, it

was easy for them to fully absorb their and his energy.

Only after he was completely drained and almost all his

energy was taken away did they let go and leave. To make

matters worse, he was eventually pulled down into the

depths of darkness.

The souls were freed, and evil received its just punishment.

The rest is in God's hands. Good will always triumph, even

when it seems like the darkest hours of the night will never

pass. And so, the spiritual healer Jesus Lopez continued his

life mission, freeing more souls and igniting the inner light

in people wherever he was needed.

Join the spiritual healer Jesus Lopez on his next adventure

in Portugal as he embarks on a spiritual holiday to the

Algarve. Discover how he freed Andrea from a curse. The

story will be released on December 1st, a day before the

German Film and Comic Con 2023! He will be present at the

event as an exhibitor with his comics.
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